
 

 

 
March 3, 2014 

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING 
 
The Honorable Kimberly D. Bose 
Secretary 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
888 First Street, N.E. 
Washington, D.C.  20426 
 
Re: Southwest Power Pool, Inc,. Docket No. ER14-____-000  

Amendments to Joint Operating Agreement Between the Midcontinent 
Independent System Operator, Inc. and Southwest Power Pool, Inc. to 
Account for Import and Export Transactions in the Market Flow Calculations 
 

Dear Secretary Bose: 
 

Pursuant to section 205 of the Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C. 824d and Part 35 
of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s (“FERC” or “Commission”) rules of 
practice and procedure, 18 C.F.R. 35 (2013), Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”) 
hereby submits the attached amendments to the Joint Operating Agreement (“JOA”) 
it has with the Midcontinent Independent System Operator, Inc. (“MISO”) (“SPP-
MISO JOA”)1 (SPP and MISO are collectively referred to herein as “Parties”).2  
These amendments are the result of a collaborative effort among the Parties and PJM 
Interconnection, L.L.C. (“PJM”) and are necessary to coordinate the methodologies 
employed by each of the Regional Transmission Organizations (“RTOs”) to account 
for import and export transactions in the Market Flow calculations.  The Parties 
request that the Commission accept these amendments within 60 days of this filing 
and grant an effective date of June 1, 2014.  Such action will allow the corresponding 
software changes to be made so that the proposed amendments can be in service by 
that time.   
                                                 
1  The formal name of the SPP-MISO JOA is the “Joint Operating Agreement between the 

Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator, Inc. and Southwest Power Pool, 
Inc.”  The JOA is a FERC-filed rate schedule of both MISO and SPP.  The JOA is 
available on SPP’s website at: http://www.spp.org/section.asp?group=409&pageID=27.  
The SPP-MISO JOA is designated as MISO’s Second Revised Rate Schedule FERC No. 
6; and as SPP’s Second Revised Rate Schedule FERC No. 9.  See Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 
109 FERC ¶ 61,008 (2004), reh’g denied, 110 FERC ¶ 61,032 (2005). 

2  Simultaneously with the instant filing, MISO and PJM separately are making their own 
filings with the Commission to include the proposed changes to their respective JOA rate 
schedules.   
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I. BACKGROUND 
 

On October 21, 2013, MISO and SPP entered into a Memorandum of 
Understanding (“MOU”) that established a path for resolving an open issue between 
the two RTOs with regard to calculating market flows that was the center of an 
Alternative Dispute Resolution (“ADR”) process initiated by SPP.3  The matter of 
calculating market flows was noted by SPP in its Market-to-Market (“M2M”) filing 
in Docket No. ER13-1864-000.  There SPP noted that absent a resolution of the 
Market Flow calculation methodology, “implementation of the proposed M2M 
protocols cannot occur until the dispute is resolved.”4  The instant filing proposes 
amendments to the JOA that resolve the issue noted in footnote 6 in the SPP 
Compliance Filing and close the ADR matter.  Fundamentally, SPP and MISO have 
agreed that it is not required for the same methodology to be used by both RTOs to 
capture transaction impacts; rather, each RTO must be consistent in applying the 
same methodology internally for all of the following calculations: (1) Market Flow; 
(2) Firm Flow Entitlement (“FFE”) and Firm Flow Limit (“FFL”), and (3) tagged 
transaction impact calculations within the Interchange Distribution Calculator 
(“IDC”).  The MOU required that MISO and SPP file the necessary amendments to 
the SPP-MISO JOA to reflect this agreement by March 1, 2014,5 so that all necessary 
software changes can be implemented by June 1, 2014.   

 
Since the proposed changes impact key components of the M2M process, 

specifically, Market Flows and FFE calculations, MISO and PJM have also 
collaborated to apply the agreed upon concepts of consistent treatment of transactions 
to the JOA between MISO and PJM (“MISO-PJM JOA”).  MISO and PJM are 
separately making their own respective filings to implement these changes in the 
MISO-PJM JOA.  These changes are the result of negotiations and collaboration 
between SPP, MISO and PJM. 

 
The Parties and PJM agreed to work collectively, in a broader effort to 

develop a baseline approach to the JOAs, particularly in light of the Congestion 
Management Process (“CMP”) Council’s directive to work towards a baseline CMP.  

                                                 
3  The JOA changes proposed by this filing do not relate to, impact, or resolve the matters 

currently pending before the Commission in Docket Nos. EL11-34, EL14-21, ER14-
1174, or EL14-30.   

4  See Compliance Amendment to Joint Operating Agreement to Implement Market-to-
Market Procedures in Response to Order in Docket No. ER12-1179 of Southwest Power 
Pool, Inc., Docket No. ER13-1864-000, fn. 6 (June 28, 2013) (“SPP Compliance Filing”).   

5  Since March 1, 2014 fell on a non-business day, MISO and SPP mutually agreed that 
filing on March 3, 2014, the next business day after March 1, met the intent of the MOU. 
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As reflected by this filing, the Parties and PJM recognize that different RTOs may 
operate differently by adopting an RTO-specific methodology to capture transaction 
impacts, so long as the adopted methodology is applied consistently to all 
calculations.  The Parties and PJM have agreed that the consistency concept ensures 
that the tagged transaction impacts are captured similarly in the calculations, thereby 
ensuring consistent treatment in the existing CMP, making this a just and reasonable 
enhancement to the existing SPP-MISO JOA, as well as the existing MISO-PJM 
JOA.  The Parties have also discussed the proposed amendments with their respective 
stakeholders through a series of meetings across a broad range of stakeholder groups6 
and other appropriate industry forums (IDC Working Group, CMP Working Group 
and CMP Council). Accordingly, the Parties have come to agreement on the 
amendments proposed by the instant filing to allow each Party to choose a 
methodology to account for tagged import and export transactions and apply it 
consistently to Market Flow calculations, FFE calculations, FFL calculations, and the 
tagged transaction impact calculations by the IDC.  Specifically, the proposed 
amendments allow each Party to choose one of three calculation methodologies: (1) 
Point-of-Receipt (“POR”)/Point-of-Delivery (“POD”); (2) Marginal Zone; or (3) 
Slice-of-System.  SPP will continue to use the POR/POD methodology and MISO 
and PJM have chosen the Marginal Zone Methodology to capture transaction impacts 
in their respective calculations.  The Parties request that the Commission accept these 
amendments as proposed.   
 
 
II. PROPOSED AMENDMENTS 
 

The Parties have agreed to the following amendments to their respective 
JOAs: 

A. Amendments to Congestion Management Process (“CMP”) 

                                                 
6  These stakeholder groups include the following:  

SPP shared a draft of the redline JOA changes with stakeholders at the December 5, 
2013, January 9, 2014, and February 4, 2014 Seams Steering Committee (“SSC”) 
meetings.  In addition to these regularly scheduled SSC meetings the SSC scheduled a 
conference call dedicated to the review of the JOA changes on January 24, 2014.   The 
meeting materials for all of these meetings are available at: 
http://www.spp.org/section.asp?group=1799&pageID=27.        

MISO and SPP held a joint stakeholder conference call to review the redline JOA 
changes with the stakeholders on January 17, 2014.  The materials from the January 17, 
2014 stakeholder meeting is available at: 
https://www.misoenergy.org/Events/Pages/MISOSPPJOA20140117.aspx  
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The proposed amendments include changes to section 4.1 of the CMP 
attached to the SPP-MISO JOA.7  The proposed amendments to section 4.1 make 
clear that whatever methodology a Market-Based Operating Entity elects to use to 
account for import and export tagged transactions, it shall be applied consistently for 
transactions in all of the following calculations:  (1) Market Flow calculations; (2) 
FFL calculations; (3) FFE calculations; and (4) tagged transaction impact calculations 
within the IDC.   

 
The proposed amendments also include a new section 4.1.1 which describes 

the three available methodologies for such calculations:  (1) POR/POD Method; (2) 
Marginal Zone Method; and (3) Slice of System Method.  The amendments require 
that each Marked-Based Operating Entity post and maintain a technical document on 
its public website that describes the calculations and any assumptions used in those 
calculations, as it relates to the treatment of import and export tagged transactions in 
the calculations of Market Flows, FFLs and FFEs, and tagged transaction impacts 
within the IDC.     

 
The instant filing further amends the SPP-MISO JOA to reflect changes that 

were made to the MISO-PJM JOA last year and accepted by the Commission.8  These 
amendments specifically address (1) load adjustment for imports and (2) the 
treatment of tagged transactions associated with jointly-owned units, which are not 
pseudo-tied, in the Market Flow calculations. These amendments make the two JOAs 
consistent with respect to section 4 of the CMP, and are made at this time in 
furtherance of the CMP Council’s directive that the Parties work toward consistent 
baseline JOAs.   

B. Marginal Zone Methodology 

Appendix B to the SPP-MISO JOA outlines the process for determining 
marginal zone participation factors.  The Parties and PJM agree that in order for the 
IDC to account for tagged transactions, a Market-Based Operating Entity that uses the 
Marginal Zone methodology will need to provide participation factors representing 
the facilities contributing to the transaction, specifically for the sources of tagged 
export transactions and for the sinks of the tagged import transactions.  As part of this 
endeavor, MISO, with input from PJM and SPP, evaluated proposed changes to its 
Marginal Zone methodology to enable more frequent calculation of these 
participation factors as they will now be applied to Market Flow, FFL, FFE, and 
tagged transaction impacts within the IDC which are each computed several times 
                                                 
7  The CMP is attached to the SPP-MISO JOA at Attachment 1.   
8  See Midwest Indep. Transmission Sys. Operator, Inc., et al., 143 FERC ¶ 61,097 (2013), 

order on compliance filing,  Midcontinent Indep. Sys. Operator, Inc. and PJM 
Interconnection, L.L.C., Letter Order, Docket No. ER13-1052-001 (June 28, 2013).   
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hourly.  MISO’s current process updates participation factors on a monthly basis, but 
with the new proposed enhancement, MISO will calculate the marginal zone 
participation factors no less than once every 15 minutes using real time system 
conditions.  Appendix B is amended to both clarify and reflect the process for 
calculating a common distribution factor, as well as the requirements of each data set 
that is to be reported to the IDC.   

C. Change Management Provisions in the Market-to-Market Process 

The M2M process included in the SPP-MISO JOA contains the Change 
Management Process that governs the process for amending the M2M process.9  The 
Parties have agreed that any change to the RTO’s calculation methodology for Market 
Flows, FFLs, FFEs, or tagged transaction impact calculations within the IDC should 
be governed by the Change Management Process; accordingly, the Parties and PJM 
have agreed to amendments to the relevant provisions contained in their respective 
JOAs.  The amendments make conforming changes to sections 19.1 Notice, 19.3 
Implementation of Change; and 19.4 Summary of Proposed Changes of the SPP-
MISO JOA.  However, the specific language of the proposed amendments varies 
between the MISO-SPP JOA and the MISO-PJM JOA due to the fact that SPP will 
not be implementing its M2M process with MISO until March 1, 2015.10  
Consequently, the proposed amendments to the MISO-SPP JOA are intended to 
bridge the nine months following June 1, 2014 and upon SPP’s implementation of the 
M2M process, SPP and MISO will file to amend the MISO-SPP JOA to include the 
language as proposed in the respective filings of MISO and PJM for the MISO-PJM 
JOA related to these provisions.  These amendments put the Market Flow calculation, 
FFLs/FFEs calculation, calculation of import and export tagged transaction impacts 
within the IDC, and Marginal Zone calculations within the scope of the Change 
Management Process.   

 
The M2M process proposed for inclusion in the SPP Compliance Filing 

submitted on June 28, 2013, including Article XIX, was filed as part of SPP’s 
compliance with orders issued in Docket No. ER12-1179, and is currently pending 
before the Commission.11  The SPP Compliance Filing requested an effective date of 
                                                 
9  The Market-to-Market Interregional Coordination Process is included at Attachment 2 to 

the SPP-MISO JOA and the Notice provisions are in Article 19; the Market-to-Market 
Interregional Coordination Process is included as Attachment 3 to the MISO-PJM JOA 
and the Notice provisions are in Article 20.   

10     See SPP Compliance Filing at 2 (“…SPP requests an effective date for the revisions 
submitted in this filing of one-year following the start-up of SPP’s Integrated 
Marketplace.”). 

11  See SPP Compliance Filing. 
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one year after SPP’s Integrated Marketplace start up, or March 1, 2015.  However, in 
order for Article XIX to be effective along with the changes proposed by the instant 
filing, SPP and MISO request a June 1, 2014 effective date for Article XIX.  In 
furtherance of this request, SPP and MISO have included this provision with this 
filing in eTariff format.   
  
III. REQUESTED EFFECTIVE DATE  
 

SPP respectfully requests that the Commission allow the amendments 
proposed herein to be effective June 1, 2014.  This date is at least 60 days after the 
date of this filing.  SPP further requests that the Commission act on this filing within 
60 days of its filing, or by May 2, 2014, so that the Parties can ensure readiness for 
the proposed changes to take effect on June 1, 2014.  The June 1, 2014 is also the 
effective date being requested in MISO’s filing of the SPP-MISO JOA.  
 
IV. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

A. Documents Submitted with this Filing: 

Pursuant to section 35.13(b)(1) of the Commission’s Regulations, this filing 
consists of this transmittal letter and the following documents: 

 
• Clean and Redlined Proposed SPP-MISO JOA, Rate Schedule FERC 

No. 9.  
 
B. Service: 

SPP has electronically served a copy of this filing on all its Members and 
Customers.  A complete copy of this filing will be posted on the SPP web site, 
www.spp.org, and is also being served on all affected state commissions. 

C.  Request for Waivers 

To the extent necessary to permit the proposed amendments to become 
effective as requested herein, SPP requests the Commission to waive any and 
all other requirements under Part 35 of the Commission’s regulations and any 
other applicable rules.   
 

V. COMMUNICATIONS 

SPP requests that the Commission include on the official service list for this 
proceeding, as well as address all communications in this matter to the following 
individuals:  
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David Kelley 
Director, Interregional Relations 
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
201 Worthen Drive 
Little Rock, AR 72223 
Tel:  501.614.1671 
dkelley@spp.org 
 
Nicole Wagner 
Manager, Regulatory Policy 
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
201 Worthen Drive 
Little Rock, AR 72223 
Tel:  501.688.1642 
jwagner@spp.org 
 
 

 
Erin Cullum Marcussen 
Senior Attorney 
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
201 Worthen Drive  
Little Rock, AR 72223 
Tel:  501.688.2503 
ecullum@spp.org  

VI. CONCLUSION  

For the foregoing reasons, SPP respectfully requests that the Commission 
approve the proposed amendments to the JOA as described herein 60 days from 
today, or May 2, 2014, and grant an effective date of June 1, 2014.  Please contact the 
undersigned with any questions related to this filing. 

 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
/s/ Erin Cullum Marcussen  
Erin Cullum Marcussen 
Senior Attorney 
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
201 Worthen Drive 
Little Rock, AR 72223 
Telephone: (501) 688-2503 
ecullum@spp.org 
 
Attorney for Southwest Power 
Pool, Inc. 

 
 
 



 

 

ARTICLE XIX CHANGE MANAGEMENT PROCESS 



 

 

Section 19.1 Notice.  

 

Prior to making a change to i) any processes that would affect the implementation of the 

market-to-market process under this Agreement, including the determination of market-to-

market settlements; or ii) a change to the calculation methodology of Market Flow and Firm 

Flow Limits/Firm Flow Entitlements, and tagged transaction impacts of imports and exports in 

IDC. The Party desiring the change shall notify the other Party in writing or via email of the 

proposed change. The notice shall include a complete and detailed description of the proposed 

change, the reason for the proposed change, and the impacts the proposed change will have on i) 

the implementation of the market-to-market process, including market-to-market settlements, and 

ii) calculation methodology of Market Flow and Firm Flow Limits/Firm Flow Entitlements, and 

the tagged transaction impacts of imports and exports in IDC under this Agreement. 



 

 

Section 19.2 Response to Notice.  

 

Within 30 days after receipt of the Notice described in Section 19.1, the receiving Party 

shall: (a) notify in writing or by email the other Party of its concurrence with the proposed 

change; (b) request in writing or via email additional documentation from the other Party, 

including associated test documentation; (c) notify in writing or via email the other Party of its 

disagreement with the proposed change and request that issue regarding the proposed change be 

addressed pursuant to the dispute resolution procedures set forth in Article XIV of this 

Agreement. In the event that the receiving Party requests additional documentation as described 

in (b), within 30 days after receipt of such information, it shall notify the other Party in writing 

or via email that it concurs with the change or that it requests dispute resolution pursuant to 

Article XIV of this Agreement. 



 

 

Section 19.3 Implementation of Change. 

 

The Party proposing a change to its market-to-market implementation process or to the 

calculation methodology of Market Flow and Firm Flow Limits/Firm Flow Entitlements, and the 

tagged transaction impacts of imports and exports in IDC shall not implement such change until 

it receives written or email notification from the other Party that the other Party concurs with 

the change or until completion of any dispute resolution process initiated pursuant to Article XIV 

of this Agreement. Neither Party shall unduly delay its obligations under this Article XIX so as to 

impede the other Party from timely implementation of a proposed change. 



 

 

Section 19.4 Summary of Proposed Changes. 

 

On a quarterly basis, the Parties shall post on their respective websites a summary of 

market-to-market implementation process changes or changes to the calculation methodology of 

Market Flow and Firm Flow Limits/Firm Flow Entitlements, and the tagged transaction impacts 

of imports and exports in IDC proposed by the Parties in the prior quarter and the status of such 

changes. 



 

 

Executive Summary  

 

This Congestion Management Process
1
 document provides significant detail in the areas of 

Market Flow Calculation.  These additional details are the result of discussions between multiple 

Operating Entities.    

 

As Operating Entities expand and implement their respective markets, one of the primary seams 

issues that must be resolved is how different congestion management methodologies (market-

based and traditional) will interact to ensure that parallel flows and impacts are recognized and 

controlled in a manner that consistently ensures system reliability.    This proposed solution will 

greatly enhance current Interchange Distribution Calculator (IDC) granularity by utilizing 

existing real-time applications to monitor and react to Flowgates external to an Operating 

Entity’s footprint. 

 

In brief, the process includes the following concepts: 

 

 Participating Operating Entities will agree to observe limits on an extensive list of 

coordinated external Flowgates. 

 Like all Control Areas (CA), Market-Based Operating Entities will have Firm Market 

Flows upon those Flowgates. 

 Market-Based Operating Entities will determine Firm Market Flows and constrain their 

operations to limit Firm Market Flows on the Coordinated Flowgates to no more than the 

calculated Firm Flow Limit established in the analysis. 

 In real-time, Market-Based Operating Entities will calculate and monitor one-hour ahead 

projected and actual flows. 

 Market-Based Operating Entities will post to the IDC the actual and the one-hour ahead 

projected market flow, consisting of the Firm Market Flow and the additional Non-Firm 

Market Flow, for both internal and external Coordinated Flowgates. 

 Market-Based Operating Entities will provide to the IDC detailed representation of their 

marginal units, so that the IDC can continue to effectively compute the effects of all 

tagged transactions regardless of the size of the market area.  These tagged transactions 

will include transactions into the market, transactions out of the market, transactions 

through the market, and tagged grandfathered transactions within the market. 

 When there is a Transmission Loading Relief (TLR) 3a request or higher called on a 

Coordinated Flowgate, and the Market-Based Operating Entity’s actual/one-hour ahead 

projected Market Flows exceed the Firm Flow Limits, Market-Based Operating Entities 

will respond to their relief obligations by redispatching their systems in a manner that is 

consistent with how non-market entities respond to their share of Network and Native 

Load (NNL) relief obligations per the IDC congestion management report. 

 

 
1 Capitalized terms that are not defined in this Attachment 1 shall have the meaning set forth in the body, 

appendices, and attachments of the Joint Operating Agreement Between Midwest Independent 

Transmission System Operator, Inc. and Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
 

 



 

 

 Because the IDC will have the real-time/one-hour ahead projected flows throughout the 

Market-Based Operating Entity’s system (as represented by the impacts upon various 

Coordinated Flowgates), the effectiveness of the IDC will be greatly enhanced. 

 The above processes refer to the “Congestion Management” portion of the paper, which 

will be implemented by Market-Based Operating Entities. 

 Additional entities may choose to enter into similar Reciprocal Coordination Agreements 

that describe how Available Transfer Capability (ATC)/Available Flowgate Capability 

(AFC), Firm Flows, and outage maintenance will be coordinated on a forward basis. 

 The complete process will allow participating Operating Entities to address the reliability 

aspects of congestion management seams issues between all parties whether the seams 

are between market to non-market operations or market-to-market operations. 



 

 

4.1 Market Flow Determination  

 

The determination of Market Flows builds on the “Per Generator” methodologies that were 

developed by the NERC Parallel Flow Task Force.  The “Per Generator Method Without 

Counter Flow” was presented to and approved by both the NERC Security Coordinator 

Subcommittee (SCS) and the Market Interface Committee (MIC).
1
  This methodology is 

presently used in the IDC to determine NNL contributions. 

 

Similar to the Per Generator Method, the Market Flow calculation method is based on Generator 

Shift Factors (GSFs) of a market area’s assigned generation and the Load Shift Factors (LSFs) of 

its load on a specific Flowgate, relative to a system swing bus.  The GSFs are calculated from a 

single bus location in the base case (e.g. the terminal bus of each generator) while the LSFs are 

defined as a general scaling of the market area’s load.  The Generator to Load Distribution 

Factor (GLDF) is determined through superposition by subtracting the LSF from the GSF. 

 

The determination of the Market Flow contribution of a unit to a specific Flowgate is the product 

of the generator’s GLDF multiplied by the actual output (in megawatts) of that generator.  The 

total Market Flow on a specific Flowgate is calculated in each direction; forward Market Flows 

is the sum of the positive Market Flow contributions of each generator within the market area, 

while reverse Market Flow is the sum of the negative Market Flow contributions of each 

generator within the market area. 

 

For purposes of the Market Flow determination, the market area may be the entire RTO 

footprint, as in the following illustration, or it may be a subset of the RTO region, such as a pre-

integration NERC-recognized Control Area, as necessary to ensure accurate determinations and 

consistency with pre-integration flow determinations.  In the latter case, the total market flow of 

an RTO shall be the sum of the flows from and between such market areas. 

 

1
  “Parallel Flow Calculation Procedure Reference Document,” NERC Operating Manual.  11 

Feb, 2003.  <http://www.nerc.com/~oc/opermanl.html> 



 

 

 

The Market Flow calculation differs from the Per Generator Method in the following ways: 

 

 The contribution from all market area generators will be taken into account. 

 

 In the Per Generator Method, only generators having a GLDF greater than 5% are 

included in the calculation.  Additionally, generators are included only when the sum of 

the maximum generating capacity at a bus is greater than 20 MW.  The Market Flow 

calculations will use all flows, in both directions, down to a 5% threshold for the IDC to 

assign TLR curtailments and down to a 0% threshold for information purposes.  Forward 

flows and reverse flows are determined as discrete values. 

 

 The contribution of all market area generators is based on the present output level of each 

individual unit. 

 

 The contribution of the market area load is based on the present demand at each 

individual bus. 

 

By expanding on the Per Generator Method, the Market Flow calculation evolves into a 

methodology very similar to the “Per Generator Method,” while providing granularity on the 

order of the most granular method developed by the IDC Granularity Task Force. 

 

Directional flows are required for this process to ensure a Market-Based Operating Entity can 

effectively select the most effective generation pattern to control the flows on both internal and 



 

 

external constraints, but are considered as distinct directional flows to ensure comparability with 

existing NERC and/or NAESB TLR processes. Under this process, the use of real-time values in 

concert with the Market Flow calculation effectively implements one of the more accurate and 

detailed methods of the six IDC Granularity Options considered by the NERC IDC Granularity 

Task Force. 

 

Each Market-Based Operating Entity shall choose one of the three methodologies set forth in 

Section 4.1.1 (Methodologies to Account for Tagged Transactions) below to account for import 

and export tagged transactions and shall apply it consistently for each of the following 

calculations: 

1. the Market Flow calculation; 

2. the Firm Flow Limit calculation; 

3. the Firm Flow Entitlement calculation; and 

4. the tagged transaction impact calculation which occurs in the IDC. 

 

Market Flows are defined as the calculated energy flows on a specified Flowgate as a result of 

dispatch of generating resources serving market load within a Market-Based Operating Entity’s 

market.  Specifically, Market Flows represent the impacts of internal generation serving internal 

load and tagged grandfathered transactions within the market area; however, Market Flows do 

not include the impacts from import tagged transaction(s) into and export tagged transaction(s) 

out of the market area since the impacts of the interchange transactions are accounted for by the 

IDC.  A Market-Based Operating Entity shall utilize the IDC to calculate the impacts of import 

and export transactions that are not captured in the Market Flow calculation.   

 

Units assigned to serve a market area’s load do not need to reside within the market area’s 

footprint to be considered in the Market Flow calculation.  Units outside of the market area that 

are pseudo-tied into the market to serve the market area’s load will be included in the Market 

Flow calculation.  However, units outside of the market area will not be considered when those 

units will have tags associated with their transfers (i.e. where pseudo-tie does not exist). 

 

Additionally, there may be situations where the participation of a generator in the market that is 

not modeled as a pseudo-tie may be less than 100% (e.g., a unit jointly owned in which not all of 

the owners are participating in the market).  This situation occurs when the generator output 

controlled by the non-participating parties is represented as interchange with a corresponding 

tag(s) and not as a pseudo-tie generator internal to each party’s Control Area.  Except for the 

generator output represented by qualifying interchange transactions from jointly owned units 

described in the following paragraph, such situations will be addressed by including the 

generator output in that Market-Based Operating Entity’s Market Flow calculation with the 

amount of generator output not participating in the market being scaled down within the Market-

Based Operating Entity’s region or regions in accordance with one of the following three 

methodologies described and defined below in Section 4.1.1: the Marginal Zone Method, POR-

POD Method, or Slice-of-System Method. 

 



 

 

When a jointly owned unit, which is also listed as a Designated Network Resource for the 

Historic Firm Flow calculation, participates in more than one market (each of which report 

Market Flow to the IDC), and the generator output from that unit between the two markets is 

represented as interchange with a corresponding tag(s) and not as a pseudo-tie generator internal 

to each market’s Control Area, its modeling in the Market Flow calculation will be aligned with 

that in the Historic Firm Flow calculation.  The amount of generator output from that unit 

scheduled between the two markets will be treated as a unit specific export tagged transaction in 

the Market Flow calculation of the Market-Based Operating Entity where the generator is located 

and will be treated as a load-specific import tagged transaction in the Market Flow calculation of 

the other Market-Based Operating Entity.      

 

 For exports out of one market area associated with the jointly owned unit(s), the 

generator output of jointly owned unit will be scaled down by an amount which is the 

lesser of the corresponding export tagged transaction(s) and unit ownership of an owner 

participating in other market area.   

 

 For imports into the other market area associated with the jointly owned external unit(s), 

the Control Zone load or bus load(s) will be scaled down by an amount which is the 

lesser of the corresponding import tagged transaction(s) and unit ownership of an owner 

participating in the market area. 

 

Import tagged transactions, export tagged transactions, and  grandfathered tagged transactions 

within the market area, must be properly accounted for in the determination of Market Flows.   

 

Below is a summary of the calculations discussed above. 

For a specified Flowgate, the Market Flow impact of a market area is given as: 

 
Total Directional “Market Flows”  =  ∑ (Directional “Market Flow” contribution of each unit in the Market-
Based Operating Entity’s area), grouped by impact direction 

where, 

“Market Flow” contribution of each unit in the Market-Based Operating Entity’s area = 

(GLDFAdj) (Adjusted Real-Time generator output)  

and, 

GLDFAdj is the Generator to Load Distribution Factor 

Where the generator shift factor (GSFAdj) uses Adjusted Real-Time generator output and the load shift 
factor (LSFAdj) uses Adjusted Real-Time bus loads. 

GLDFAdj = GSFAdj - LSFAdj 

Adjusted Real-Time generator output is the output of an individual generator as reported by the 

state estimator solution that has been adjusted for exports associated with joint ownership, if any, 

and then further  adjusted for the remaining exports utilizing the chosen methodology in Section 

4.1.1. 

Adjusted Real-Time bus load is the sum of all bus loads in the market as reported by the state 

estimator solution that have been adjusted for imports associated with joint ownership, if any, and 



 

 

then further adjusted for the remaining imports utilizing the chosen methodology in Section 4.1.1. 
 

The real-time and one-hour ahead projected “Market Flows” will be calculated on-line utilizing 

the Market-Based Operating Entity’s state estimator model and solution.  This is the same 

solution presently used to determine real-time market prices as well as providing on-line 

reliability assessment and the periodicity of the Market Flow calculation will be on the same 

order.  Inputs to the state estimator solution include the topology of the transmission system and 

actual analog values (e.g., line flows, transformer flows, etc…).  This information is provided to 

the state estimator automatically via SCADA systems such as NERC’s ISN link. 

 

Using an on-line state estimator model to calculate “Market Flows” provides a more accurate 

assessment than using an off-line representation for a number of reasons.  The calculation 

incorporates a significant amount of real-time data, including: 

 Actual real-time and projected generator output.  Off-line models often assume an 

output level based on a nominal value (such as unit maximum capability), but there is no 

guarantee that the unit will be operating at that assumed level, or even on-line.  Off-line 

models may not reflect the impact of pumped-storage units when in pumping mode; these 

units may be represented as a generator even when pumping. Additionally off-line 

models may not reflect the impact of units such as wind generators. A real-time 

calculation explicitly represents the actual operating modes of these units. 

 Actual real-time bus loads.  Off-line assessments may not be able to accurately account 

for changes in load diversity.  Off-line models are often based on seasonal winter and 

summer peak load base cases.  While representative of these peak periods, these cases 

may not reflect the load diversity that exists during off-peak and shoulder hours as well 

as off-peak and shoulder months.  A real-time calculation explicitly accounts for load 

diversity.  Off-line assessments may also reflect load reduction programs that are only in 

effect during peak periods. 

 Actual real-time breaker status.  Off-line assessments are often bus models, where 

individual circuit breakers are not represented.  On-line models are typically node models 

where switching devices are explicitly represented.  This allows for the real-time 

calculation to automatically account for split bus conditions and unusual topology 

conditions due to circuit breaker outages. 

Additionally, the calculation rate of the on-line assessment is much quicker and accurate than an 

off-line assessment, as the on-line assessment immediately incorporates changes in system 

topology and generators.  Facility outages are automatically incorporated into the real-time 

assessment. 

 

In order to provide reliable and consistent flow calculations, entities utilizing this process as the 

basis for coordination must ensure that the modeling data and assumptions used in the 

calculation process are consistent.  Reciprocal Entities will coordinate models to ensure similar 

computations and analysis. Reciprocal Entities will each utilize real-time ICCP and ISN data for 

observable areas in each of their respective state estimator models and will utilize NERC data for 

areas outside the observable areas to ensure their models stay synchronized with each other and 

the NERC IDC.



 

 

4.1.1 Methodologies to Account for Tagged Transactions 

A Market-Based Operating Facility shall choose one of the following methodologies to account 

for export and import tagged transactions in the Market Flow reported to the IDC and utilized for 

market-to-market, and shall also use the same methodology to account for export and import 

tagged transactions in the Firm Flow Limit and Firm Flow Entitlement calculations, as well as 

calculated tag impacts by the IDC: 

 

1. Point-of-receipt (POR) / point-of-delivery (POD) Method (POR-POD Method) - 

Export tagged transactions, excluding tagged transactions associated with jointly 

owned units participating in more than one market (each of which report Market Flow 

to the IDC), shall be accounted for based on the POR of the transmission service 

reservation, as the transmission service was originally sold, that is listed on the export 

tagged transaction by proportionally offsetting the MW output of all units (i) in the 

Market-Based Operating Entity’s Control Area, (ii) pre-integration NERC-recognized 

Control Area(s), or (iii) sub-regions within its Control Area.  Import tagged 

transactions, excluding tagged transactions associated with jointly owned units 

participating in more than one market (each of which report Market Flow to IDC), 

shall be accounted for based on the POD of the transmission service reservation, as the 

transmission service was originally sold, that is listed on the export tagged transaction 

by proportionally offsetting the MW load of all load buses (i) in the Market Based 

Operating Entity’s Control Area, (ii) pre-integration NERC-recognized Control 

Area(s), or (iii) sub-regions within the Control area; or 

2. Marginal Zone Method – Export tagged transactions, excluding tagged transactions 

associated with jointly owned units participating in more than one market (each of 

which report Market Flow to IDC), shall be accounted for by adjusting the MW output 

of the units in the Market-Based Operating Entity’s Control Area, regions, or 

subregions within its Control Area by the total MW amount of all the Market-Based 

Operating Entity’s export tagged transactions excluding tagged transactions associated 

with jointly owned units participating in more than one market (each of which report 

Market Flow to IDC) using: (1) marginal zone participation factors, as defined and 

calculated in Appendix B (Determination of Marginal Zone Participation Factors); 

and (2) the anticipated availability of a generator to participate in the interchange of 

the marginal zone.  Import tagged transactions, excluding tagged transactions 

associated with jointly owned units participating in more than one market (each of 

which report Market Flow to the IDC), shall be accounted for by adjusting the MW 

load of the load buses in the in the Market-Based Operating Entity’s Control Area, 

regions or subregions within the Control Area, by the total MW amount of all the 

Market-Based Operating Entity’s import tagged transactions excluding tagged 

transactions associated with jointly owned units participating in more than one market 

(each of which report Market Flow to IDC) using marginal zone participation factors, 

as defined and calculated in Appendix B (Determination of Marginal Zone 

Participation Factors); or 

3. Slice of System Method – Export tagged transactions, excluding tagged transactions 

associated with jointly owned units participating in more than one market (each of 

which report Market Flow to IDC), shall be accounted for by proportionately adjusting 



 

 

the MW output of each of the units in the Market-Based Operating Entity’s Control 

Area by the total MW amount of all the Market-Based Operating Entity’s export 

tagged transactions excluding tagged transactions associated with jointly owned units 

participating in more than one market (each of which report Market Flow to the IDC).  

Import tagged transactions, excluding tagged transactions associated with jointly 

owned units participating in more than one market (each of which report Market Flow 

to the IDC), shall be accounted by proportionately adjusting the MW load of each of 

the load buses in the Market-Based Operating Entity’s Control Area by the total MW 

amount of all the Market-Based Operating Entity’s import tagged transactions 

excluding tagged transactions associated with jointly owned units participating in 

more than one market (each of which report Market Flow to IDC). 

 

Each Market-Based Operating Entity shall post and maintain a document on its public website 

that describes calculations and assumptions used in those calculations regarding the chosen 

methodology and its application to the treatment of import and export transactions to the 

calculation of Market Flows, Firm Flow Limits, and Firm Flow Entitlements, and tag impacts 

calculated by the IDC. 



 

 

6.6 Forward Coordination Processes  

 

1. For each Reciprocal Coordinated Flowgate, a managing entity and an owning entity will 

be defined.  The manager will be responsible for all calculations regarding that Flowgate; 

the owner will define the set of Firm Transmission Service reservations to be utilized 

when determining Firm Transmission Service impacts on that Flowgate. 

2. Managing entities will calculate both Historic Firm Gen-to-Load Flow impacts and 

historic Firm Transmission Service impacts for all entities.  These impacts will be used to 

define the Historic Ratio and the Allocation of transmission capability. 

3. The managing entity will utilize the current NERC IDC Base Case (or other mutually 

agreeable base case) to determine impacts.  The case should be updated with the most 

current set of outage data for the time period being calculated. 

4. Managing entities will calculate Allocations on the following schedule: 

 
Allocation Run Type Allocation Process 

Start 
Range Allocated Allocation Process 

Complete 

April Seasonal Firm Every April 1 at 8:00 
EST 

Twelve monthly 
values from October 1 
of the current year 
through September 
30 of the next year 

April 1 at 12:00 EST 

October Seasonal 
Firm 

Every October 1 at 
8:00 EST 

Twelve monthly 
values from April 1 of 
next year through 
March 31 of the 
following year 

October 1 at 12:00 
EST 

Monthly Firm Every month on the 
second day of the 
month at 8:00 EST 

Six monthly values for 
the next six 
successive months 

2nd of the month at 
12:00 EST 

Weekly Firm Every Monday at 8:00 
EST 

Seven daily values for 
the next Monday 
through Sunday 

Monday at 12:00 EST 

Two-Day Ahead 
Firm 

Every Day at 17:00 
EST 

One daily value for 
the day after 
tomorrow 

Current Day at 18:00 
EST 

Day Ahead Non-
Firm 

Every Day at 8:00 
EST 

Twenty-four hourly 
values for the next 
24-hour period (Next 
Day HE1-HE24 EST) 

Current Day at 9:00 
EST 

 

5. Historic Ratios are defined during the seasonal runs the first time an impact is calculated. 

For example, the 2004 April seasonal firm run would define the Historic Ratio for April 

2005 – September 2005 (October through March would have been calculated during the 

2003 October seasonal firm run). The Historic Ratio is based on the total impacts of the 

Reciprocal Entity on the Flowgate (Historic Firm Gen-to-Load Flows and historic Firm 



 

 

Transmission Service flows, down to 0%) relative to the total impacts of all other 

Reciprocal Entities’ impacts on the Flowgate.  For example, if Reciprocal Entity A had a 

30 MW impact on the Flowgate and Reciprocal Entity B had a 70 MW impact on the 

Flowgate, the Historic Ratios would be 30% and 70%, respectively. 

6. The same rules defined in the “Market-Based Operating Entity Congestion Management” 

Section 5 of this document for use in determining Firm Transmission Service impacts 

(NNL) shall apply when performing Allocations. 

7. Additional rules to be used when considering Firm Transmission Service impacts are 

defined later within this section. 

8. For each firm Allocation run described above, the managing entity will take the following 

steps to determine Allocations down to 0% for each of the Flowgates, in both the forward 

and reverse direction, they are assigned to manage: 

 

a. Retrieve the Flowgate limit 

b. Subtract the current Transmission Reliability Margin (TRM) value (may be zero) 

c. Subtract the sum of all historically determined Firm Flow impacts for all entities 

based on impacts greater than or equal to 5% 

d. Accommodation of Capacity Benefit Margin (CBM). 

 If no capacity remains after step (c), entities’ firm Allocation is limited to this 

amount (i.e., their Firm Flow impacts from impacts of 5% or greater), and the 

firm Allocation for the entity with functional control over the Flowgate is 

increased by the current CBM value (may be zero). 

 If capacity does remain after step (c), and the sum of all Reciprocal Entities’ 

impacts below 5% plus CBM is less than the remaining capacity from step (c), 

that capacity is allocated to the Reciprocal Entities pro-rata based on their Firm 

Flow impacts due to impacts less than 5% up to the total amount of their Firm 

Flow impacts due to impacts less than 5%. 

 If there is not sufficient capacity for all impacts below 5% plus CBM to be 

accommodated, the current CBM value is subtracted from the remaining capacity 

from step (c), and granted to the entity with functional control over the Flowgate.  

Any capacity remaining is allocated to the Reciprocal Entities pro-rata based on 

their Firm Flow impacts due to impacts less than 5%. 

e. Any remaining capacity, after step (d) will be considered firm and allocated to 

Reciprocal Entities based on their Historic Ratio (as described in step 5).  If the 

remaining capacity allocated to the entity with functional control over the Flowgate 

meets or exceeds the current CBM value, no further effort is needed.  If the remaining 

capacity is less than the CBM, capacity will first be reduced by the CBM, and the 

entity with functional control over the Flowgate will be granted the capacity needed 

to support the CBM.  In addition each Reciprocal Entity (including the entity with 

functional control over the Flowgate) will receive allocations determined as a pro-rata 

share of the remaining capacity (as described in Step 5). 

f. Upon completion of the Allocation process, the managing entity will compare the 

current preliminary Allocation to the previous Allocations.  For any given Flowgate, 

the larger of the Allocations will be considered the Allocation (i.e., an Allocation 

cannot decrease).  Once all preliminary Allocations have been compared and the final 

Allocation determined, the managing entity will distribute the Allocations to the 



 

 

appropriate Reciprocal Entities.  This Allocation will consist of the firm Gen-to-Load 

limit and a portion of capability that can be used either for Firm Transmission Service 

or additional firm Gen-to-Load service. 

 

9. For the non-firm Allocation run described above, the managing entity will take the 

following steps to determine Allocations down to 0% for each of the Flowgates, in both 

the forward and reverse direction, they are assigned to manage.  For each hour, the 

managing entity shall: 

 

a. Retrieve the Flowgate limit. 

b. Subtract the current TRM value (may be zero). 

c. Subtract the sum of all hourly historically determined Firm Flow impacts for all 

entities based on impacts greater than or equal to 5%. 

d. Subtract the sum of all hourly historically-determined Firm Flow impacts for all 

Reciprocal Entities based on impacts less than 5%. 

e. Any remaining capacity will be allocated to Reciprocal Entities based on their 

Historic Ratio (as described in step 5). 

f. The two-day ahead firm Allocation is subtracted from the total entity Allocation 

(from steps c, d, and e). 

 If the result is positive, this value will be equivalent to the Priority 6-NN 

Allocation/limit, and the Firm Flow Limit for 0% Market Flows will be the two-

day ahead firm Allocation. 

 If the result is negative or zero, the Priority 6-NN Allocation will be calculated by 

subtracting the total entity Allocation (from steps c, d and e) from the two-day 

ahead firm Allocation. The Firm Flow Limit for 0% Market Flows will be the 

equivalent of the total entity allocation. 

g. Upon completion of the Allocation process, the managing entity will distribute the 

Allocations to the appropriate Reciprocal Entities.  These Allocations will be 

considered non-firm network service. 

 

When a Market-Based Operating Entity is uploading Firm Market Flow contributions to the IDC, 

they will be responsible for ensuring that any firm Allocations are properly accounted for.  If 

firm Allocations are used to provide additional firm network service, they should be included in 

the Firm Market Flow contribution.  If they are used to provide additional Firm Transmission 

Service, they should not be included in the Firm Market Flow contribution. 

 

The Market-Based Operating Entities will maintain in real-time their Firm Transmission Service 

and Network Non-Designated service impacts, including associated Market Flows, within their 

respective firm and Priority 6 total Allocations.  The Firm Transmission Service impacts will be 

based on schedules.  The Operating Entities participating in the Coordinated Process for 

Reciprocal Flowgates will respect their allocations when granting Firm Transmission Service. 

 

Using the derived firm Allocation value, the Market-Based Operating Entity may choose to enter 

this value as a Flowgate limit for the respective Flowgate.  If entered as a Flowgate limit, the 

Day-Ahead unit commitment will not permit flows to exceed this value as it selects units for this 

commitment.  Market-Based Operating Entities will use the Flowgate limit to restrict unit outage 



 

 

scheduling for a Coordinated Flowgate when maintenance outage coordination indicates possible 

congestion and there is recent TLR activity on a Flowgate. 

As Reciprocal Entities gain more experience in this process, implement and enhance their 

systems to perform the Firm Flow calculations and Allocations, they may change the timing 

requirements for the Forward Coordination Process by mutual agreement. 



 

 

Appendix B Determination of Marginal Zone Participation Factors  

 

In order for the Interchange Distribution Calculator (IDC) to properly account for tagged 

transactions, a Market-Based Operating Entity using the Marginal Zone methodology will need 

to provide participation factors representing  the facilities contributing to the tagged transactions. 

The facility or facilities contributing to each export tagged transaction is the source of the export 

tagged transaction.  The facility or facilities contributing to each import tagged transaction is the 

sink of the import tagged transaction. 

 

The Market-Based Operating Entity will be required to define a set of zones that can  be 

aggregated into a common distribution factor that is representative of the market area.  This 

information must be shared and coordinated with the IDC.  Following this step, the Market-

Based Operating Entity must then send to the IDC participation factors for those zones.  These 

participation factors represent the percentages of how these zones are providing  marginal 

megawatts as a result of dispatch of resources in market operations to serve transactions.  Data 

sets for each external source/sink are required, which correspond to: 

 

 An IMPORT data set, which indicates the participation of facilities accommodating the 

energy imported into the market area, and 

 An EXPORT data set, which indicates the participation of facilities accommodating the 

energy exported out of the market area. 

 

The methodology used by the Market-Based Operating Entity to determine the Marginal Zone 

participating factors will be determined through collaboration of the Market-Based Operating 

Entity with the IDC working group.   

 

Participation Factor Calculation 

 

The Market-Based Operating Entity will use the real-time system conditions to calculate the 

marginal zone participation factors, which reflect the impacts of tagged transactions.  These will 

establish, for imports and exports, a set of participation factors that, when summed, will equal 

100 percent. 

 



 

 

ARTICLE XIX CHANGE MANAGEMENT PROCESS 



 

 

Section 19.1 Notice.  

 

Prior to making a change to i) any processes that would affect the implementation of the 

market-to-market process under this Agreement, including the determination of market-to-

market settlements,; or ii) a change to the calculation methodology of Market Flow and Firm 

Flow Limits/Firm Flow Entitlements, and tagged transaction impacts of imports and exports in 

IDC. Tthe Party desiring the change shall notify the other Party in writing or via email of the 

proposed change. The notice shall include a complete and detailed description of the proposed 

change, the reason for the proposed change, and the impacts the proposed change will have on i) 

the implementation of the market-to-market process, including market-to-market settlements, and 

ii) calculation methodology of Market Flow and Firm Flow Limits/Firm Flow Entitlements, and 

the tagged transaction impacts of imports and exports in IDC under this Agreement. 



 

 

Section 19.2 Response to Notice.  

 

Within 30 days after receipt of the Notice described in Section 19.1, the receiving Party 

shall: (a) notify in writing or by email the other Party of its concurrence with the proposed 

change; (b) request in writing or via email additional documentation from the other Party, 

including associated test documentation; (c) notify in writing or via email the other Party of its 

disagreement with the proposed change and request that issue regarding the proposed change be 

addressed pursuant to the dispute resolution procedures set forth in Article XIV of this 

Agreement. In the event that the receiving Party requests additional documentation as described 

in (b), within 30 days after receipt of such information, it shall notify the other Party in writing 

or via email that it concurs with the change or that it requests dispute resolution pursuant to 

Article XIV of this Agreement. 



 

 

Section 19.3 Implementation of Change. 

 

The Party proposing a change to its market-to-market implementation process or to the 

calculation methodology of Market Flow and Firm Flow Limits/Firm Flow Entitlements, and the 

tagged transaction impacts of imports and exports in IDC shall not implement such change until 

it receives written or email notification from the other Party that the other Party concurs with 

the change or until completion of any dispute resolution process initiated pursuant to Article XIV 

of this Agreement. Neither Party shall unduly delay its obligations under this Article XIX so as to 

impede the other Party from timely implementation of a proposed change. 



 

 

Section 19.4 Summary of Proposed Changes. 

 

On a quarterly basis, the Parties shall post on their respective websites a summary of 

market-to-market implementation process changes or changes to the calculation methodology of 

Market Flow and Firm Flow Limits/Firm Flow Entitlements, and the tagged transaction impacts 

of imports and exports in IDC proposed by the Parties in the prior quarter and the status of such 

changes. 



 

 

Executive Summary  

 

This Congestion Management Process
1
 document provides significant detail in the areas of 

Market Flow Calculation.  These additional details are the result of discussions between multiple 

Operating Entities.    

 

As Operating Entities expand and implement their respective markets, one of the primary seams 

issues that must be resolved is how different congestion management methodologies (market-

based and traditional) will interact to ensure that parallel flows and impacts are recognized and 

controlled in a manner that consistently ensures system reliability.    This proposed solution will 

greatly enhance current Interchange Distribution Calculator (IDC) granularity by utilizing 

existing real-time applications to monitor and react to Flowgates external to an Operating 

Entity’s footprint. 

 

In brief, the process includes the following concepts: 

 

 Participating Operating Entities will agree to observe limits on an extensive list of 

coordinated external Flowgates. 

 Like all Control Areas (CA), Market-Based Operating Entities will have Firm Market 

Flows upon those Flowgates. 

 Market-Based Operating Entities will determine Firm Market Flows and constrain their 

operations to limit Firm Market Flows on the Coordinated Flowgates to no more than the 

calculated Firm Flow Limit established in the analysis. 

 In real-time, Market-Based Operating Entities will calculate and monitor one-hour ahead 

projected and actual flows. 

 Market-Based Operating Entities will post to the IDC the actual and the one-hour ahead 

projected market flow, consisting of the Firm Market Flow and the additional Non-Firm 

Market Flow, for both internal and external Coordinated Flowgates. 

 Market-Based Operating Entities will provide to the IDC detailed representation of their 

marginal units, so that the IDC can continue to effectively compute the effects of all 

tagged transactions regardless of the size of the market area.  These tagged transactions 

will include transactions into the market, transactions out of the market, transactions 

through the market, and tagged grandfathered transactions within the market. 

 When there is a Transmission Loading Relief (TLR) 3a request or higher called on a 

Coordinated Flowgate, and the Market-Based Operating Entity’s actual/one-hour ahead 

projected Market Flows exceed the Firm Flow Limits, Market-Based Operating Entities 

will respond to their relief obligations by redispatching their systems in a manner that is 

consistent with how non-market entities respond to their share of Network and Native 

Load (NNL) relief obligations per the IDC congestion management report. 

 

 
1 Capitalized terms that are not defined in this Attachment 1 shall have the meaning set forth in the body, 

appendices, and attachments of the Joint Operating Agreement Between Midwest Independent 

Transmission System Operator, Inc. and Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
 

 



 

 

 Because the IDC will have the real-time/one-hour ahead projected flows throughout the 

Market-Based Operating Entity’s system (as represented by the impacts upon various 

Coordinated Flowgates), the effectiveness of the IDC will be greatly enhanced. 

 The above processes refer to the “Congestion Management” portion of the paper, which 

will be implemented by Market-Based Operating Entities. 

 Additional entities may choose to enter into similar Reciprocal Coordination Agreements 

that describe how Available Transfer Capability (ATC)/Available Flowgate Capability 

(AFC), Firm Flows, and outage maintenance will be coordinated on a forward basis. 

 The complete process will allow participating Operating Entities to address the reliability 

aspects of congestion management seams issues between all parties whether the seams 

are between market to non-market operations or market-to-market operations. 



 

 

4.1 Market Flow Determination  

 

The determination of Market Flows builds on the “Per Generator” methodologies that were 

developed by the NERC Parallel Flow Task Force.  The “Per Generator Method Without 

Counter Flow” was presented to and approved by both the NERC Security Coordinator 

Subcommittee (SCS) and the Market Interface Committee (MIC).
1
  This methodology is 

presently used in the IDC to determine NNL contributions. 

 

Similar to the Per Generator Method, the Market Flow calculation method is based on Generator 

Shift Factors (GSFs) of a market area’s assigned generation and the Load Shift Factors (LSFs) of 

its load on a specific Flowgate, relative to a system swing bus.  The GSFs are calculated from a 

single bus location in the base case (e.g. the terminal bus of each generator) while the LSFs are 

defined as a general scaling of the market area’s load.  The Generator to Load Distribution 

Factor (GLDF) is determined through superposition by subtracting the LSF from the GSF. 

 

The determination of the Market Flow contribution of a unit to a specific Flowgate is the product 

of the generator’s GLDF multiplied by the actual output (in megawatts) of that generator.  The 

total Market Flow on a specific Flowgate is calculated in each direction; forward Market Flows 

is the sum of the positive Market Flow contributions of each generator within the market area, 

while reverse Market Flow is the sum of the negative Market Flow contributions of each 

generator within the market area. 

 

For purposes of the Market Flow determination, the market area may be the entire RTO 

footprint, as in the following illustration, or it may be a subset of the RTO region, such as a pre-

integration NERC-recognized Control Area, as necessary to ensure accurate determinations and 

consistency with pre-integration flow determinations.  In the latter case, the total market flow of 

an RTO shall be the sum of the flows from and between such market areas. 

 

1
  “Parallel Flow Calculation Procedure Reference Document,” NERC Operating Manual.  11 

Feb, 2003.  <http://www.nerc.com/~oc/opermanl.html> 



 

 

 

The Market Flow calculation differs from the Per Generator Method in the following ways: 

 

 The contribution from all market area generators will be taken into account. 

 

 In the Per Generator Method, only generators having a GLDF greater than 5% are 

included in the calculation.  Additionally, generators are included only when the sum of 

the maximum generating capacity at a bus is greater than 20 MW.  The Market Flow 

calculations will use all flows, in both directions, down to a 5% threshold for the IDC to 

assign TLR curtailments and down to a 0% threshold for information purposes.  Forward 

flows and reverse flows are determined as discrete values. 

 

 The contribution of all market area generators is based on the present output level of each 

individual unit. 

 

 The contribution of the market area load is based on the present demand at each 

individual bus. 

 

By expanding on the Per Generator Method, the Market Flow calculation evolves into a 

methodology very similar to the “Per Generator Method,” while providing granularity on the 

order of the most granular method developed by the IDC Granularity Task Force. 

 

Directional flows are required for this process to ensure a Market-Based Operating Entity can 

effectively select the most effective generation pattern to control the flows on both internal and 



 

 

external constraints, but are considered as distinct directional flows to ensure comparability with 

existing NERC and/or NAESB TLR processes. Under this process, the use of real-time values in 

concert with the Market Flow calculation effectively implements one of the more accurate and 

detailed methods of the six IDC Granularity Options considered by the NERC IDC Granularity 

Task Force. 

 

Each Market-Based Operating Entity shall choose one of the three methodologies set forth in 

Section 4.1.1 (Methodologies to Account for Tagged Transactions) below to account for import 

and export tagged transactions and shall apply it consistently for each of the following 

calculations: 

1. the Market Flow calculation; 

2. the Firm Flow Limit calculation; 

3. the Firm Flow Entitlement calculation; and 

4. the tagged transaction impact calculation which occurs in the IDC. 

 

Market Flows are defined as the calculated energy flows on a specified Flowgate as a result of 

dispatch of generating resources serving market load within a Market-Based Operating Entity’s 

market.  Specifically, Market Flows represent the impacts of internal generation serving internal 

load and tagged grandfathered transactions within the market area; however, Market Flows do 

not include the impacts from import tagged transaction(s) into and export tagged transaction(s) 

out of the market area since the impacts of the interchange transactions are accounted for by the 

IDC.  A Market-Based Operating Entity shall utilize the IDC to calculate the impacts of import 

and export transactions that are not captured in the Market Flow calculation.   

 

Units assigned to serve a market area’s load do not need to reside within the market area’s 

footprint to be considered in the Market Flow calculation.  Units outside of the market area that 

are pseudo-tied into the market to serve the market area’s load will be included in the Market 

Flow calculation.  However, units outside of the market area will not be considered when those 

units will have tags associated with their transfers (i.e. where pseudo-tie does not exist). 

 

Additionally, there may be situations where the participation of a generator in the market that is 

not modeled as a pseudo-tie may be less than 100% (e.g., a unit jointly owned in which not all of 

the owners are participating in the market).  This situation occurs when the generator output 

controlled by the non-participating parties is represented as interchange with a corresponding 

tag(s) and not as a pseudo-tie generator internal to each party’s Control Area.  Except for the 

generator output represented by qualifying interchange transactions from jointly owned units 

described in the following paragraph, sSuch situations will need to be addressed by including the 

generator output in that Market-Based Operating Entity’s Market Flow calculation with the 

amount of generator output not participating in the market being scaled down within the Market-

Based Operating Entity’s region or regions in accordance with one of the following three 

methodologies described and defined below in Section 4.1.1: the Marginal Zone Method, POR-

POD Method, or Slice-of-System Method.recognized and accounted for in the markets’ 

operations. 

 



 

 

When a jointly owned unit, which is also listed as a Designated Network Resource for the 

Historic Firm Flow calculation, participates in more than one market (each of which report 

Market Flow to the IDC), and the generator output from that unit between the two markets is 

represented as interchange with a corresponding tag(s) and not as a pseudo-tie generator internal 

to each market’s Control Area, its modeling in the Market Flow calculation will be aligned with 

that in the Historic Firm Flow calculation.  The amount of generator output from that unit 

scheduled between the two markets will be treated as a unit specific export tagged transaction in 

the Market Flow calculation of the Market-Based Operating Entity where the generator is located 

and will be treated as a load-specific import tagged transaction in the Market Flow calculation of 

the other Market-Based Operating Entity.      

 

 For Finally, imports into or exports out of one market area associated with the jointly 

owned unit(s), the generator output of jointly owned unit will be scaled down by an 

amount which is the lesser of the corresponding export tagged transaction(s) and unit 

ownership of an owner participating in other market area.   

 

 For imports into the other market area associated with the jointly owned external unit(s), 

the Control Zone load or bus load(s) will be scaled down by an amount which is the 

lesser of the corresponding import tagged transaction(s) and unit ownership of an owner 

participating in the market area. 

 

Import tagged transactions, export tagged transactions, and the market area, and tagged 

grandfathered tagged transactions within the market area, must be properly accounted for in the 

determination of Market Flows.  When the actual generation of the market area exceeds the total 

load of that area, the market area is exporting energy.  These exports are tagged transactions that 

must be accounted for in the Market Flow calculation.  This will be accomplished within the 

calculation by including a new term that offsets the MW output of the marginal unit(s) by the 

amount of the net market export.  This ensures that the Market Flow calculation is measuring 

only the effect of internal generation serving internal load. 

 

When the actual generation of the market area is less than the total load of the market area, that 

area is importing energy.  These imports are tagged transactions that are inherently not included 

in the determination of Market Flows, as “Market Flows” are a measure of internal generation 

serving internal load. The processes currently within IDC will address the counting of these 

transactions. 

Below is a summary of the calculations discussed above. 

For a specified Flowgate, the Market Flow impact of a market area is given as: 

 
Total Directional “Market Flows”  =  ∑ (Directional “Market Flow” contribution of each unit in the Market-
Based Operating Entity’s area), grouped by impact direction 

where, 

“Market Flow” contribution of each unit in the Market-Based Operating Entity’s area = 

(GLDFAdj) (Adjusted GLDF) (Real-Time generator output) (Participation Percent/100)  

and, 



 

 

GLDFAdjGLDF is the Generator to Load Distribution Factor 

Where the generator shift factor (GSFAdj) uses Adjusted Real-Time generator output and* is the present 
MW level of the load shift factor (LSFAdj) uses Adjusted Real-Time bus loads.generator 

GLDFAdj = GSFAdj - LSFAdj 

Adjusted Real-Time generator output is the output of an individual generator as reported by the 

state estimator solution that has been adjusted for exports associated with joint ownership, if any, 

and then further  adjusted for the remaining exports utilizing the chosen methodology in Section 

4.1.1. 

Adjusted Real-Time bus load is the sum of all bus loads in the market as reported by the state 

estimator solution that have been adjusted for imports associated with joint ownership, if any, and 

then further adjusted for the remaining imports utilizing the chosen methodology in Section 4.1.1. 
 

Participation Percent is the share of the unit participating in the Market-Based Operating Entity’s  market  

(* if the Market-Based Operating Entity is a net exporter at the time of the calculation, the output level of the 

marginal unit(s) has been reduced by this export value)The real-time and one-hour ahead projected 

“Market Flows” will be calculated on-line utilizing the Market-Based Operating Entity’s state 

estimator model and solution.  This is the same solution presently used to determine real-time 

market prices as well as providing on-line reliability assessment and the periodicity of the 

Market Flow calculation will be on the same order.  Inputs to the state estimator solution include 

the topology of the transmission system and actual analog values (e.g., line flows, transformer 

flows, etc…).  This information is provided to the state estimator automatically via SCADA 

systems such as NERC’s ISN link. 

 

Using an on-line state estimator model to calculate “Market Flows” provides a more accurate 

assessment than using an off-line representation for a number of reasons.  The calculation 

incorporates a significant amount of real-time data, including: 

 Actual real-time and projected generator output.  Off-line models often assume an 

output level based on a nominal value (such as unit maximum capability), but there is no 

guarantee that the unit will be operating at that assumed level, or even on-line.  Off-line 

models may not reflect the impact of pumped-storage units when in pumping mode; these 

units may be represented as a generator even when pumping. Additionally off-line 

models may not reflect the impact of units such as wind generators. A real-time 

calculation explicitly represents the actual operating modes of these units. 

 Actual real-time bus loads.  Off-line assessments may not be able to accurately account 

for changes in load diversity.  Off-line models are often based on seasonal winter and 

summer peak load base cases.  While representative of these peak periods, these cases 

may not reflect the load diversity that exists during off-peak and shoulder hours as well 

as off-peak and shoulder months.  A real-time calculation explicitly accounts for load 

diversity.  Off-line assessments may also reflect load reduction programs that are only in 

effect during peak periods. 

 Actual real-time breaker status.  Off-line assessments are often bus models, where 

individual circuit breakers are not represented.  On-line models are typically node models 

where switching devices are explicitly represented.  This allows for the real-time 



 

 

calculation to automatically account for split bus conditions and unusual topology 

conditions due to circuit breaker outages. 

Additionally, the calculation rate of the on-line assessment is much quicker and accurate than an 

off-line assessment, as the on-line assessment immediately incorporates changes in system 

topology and generators.  Facility outages are automatically incorporated into the real-time 

assessment. 

 

In order to provide reliable and consistent flow calculations, entities utilizing this process as the 

basis for coordination must ensure that the modeling data and assumptions used in the 

calculation process are consistent.  Reciprocal Entities will coordinate models to ensure similar 

computations and analysis. Reciprocal Entities will each utilize real-time ICCP and ISN data for 

observable areas in each of their respective state estimator models and will utilize NERC data for 

areas outside the observable areas to ensure their models stay synchronized with each other and 

the NERC IDC.



 

 

4.1.1 Methodologies to Account for Tagged Transactions 

A Market-Based Operating Facility shall choose one of the following methodologies to account 

for export and import tagged transactions in the Market Flow reported to the IDC and utilized for 

market-to-market, and shall also use the same methodology to account for export and import 

tagged transactions in the Firm Flow Limit and Firm Flow Entitlement calculations, as well as 

calculated tag impacts by the IDC: 

 

1. Point-of-receipt (POR) / point-of-delivery (POD) Method (POR-POD Method) - 

Export tagged transactions, excluding tagged transactions associated with jointly 

owned units participating in more than one market (each of which report Market Flow 

to the IDC), shall be accounted for based on the POR of the transmission service 

reservation, as the transmission service was originally sold, that is listed on the export 

tagged transaction by proportionally offsetting the MW output of all units (i) in the 

Market-Based Operating Entity’s Control Area, (ii) pre-integration NERC-recognized 

Control Area(s), or (iii) sub-regions within its Control Area.  Import tagged 

transactions, excluding tagged transactions associated with jointly owned units 

participating in more than one market (each of which report Market Flow to IDC), 

shall be accounted for based on the POD of the transmission service reservation, as the 

transmission service was originally sold, that is listed on the export tagged transaction 

by proportionally offsetting the MW load of all load buses (i) in the Market Based 

Operating Entity’s Control Area, (ii) pre-integration NERC-recognized Control 

Area(s), or (iii) sub-regions within the Control area; or 

2. Marginal Zone Method – Export tagged transactions, excluding tagged transactions 

associated with jointly owned units participating in more than one market (each of 

which report Market Flow to IDC), shall be accounted for by adjusting the MW output 

of the units in the Market-Based Operating Entity’s Control Area, regions, or 

subregions within its Control Area by the total MW amount of all the Market-Based 

Operating Entity’s export tagged transactions excluding tagged transactions associated 

with jointly owned units participating in more than one market (each of which report 

Market Flow to IDC) using: (1) marginal zone participation factors, as defined and 

calculated in Appendix B (Determination of Marginal Zone Participation Factors); 

and (2) the anticipated availability of a generator to participate in the interchange of 

the marginal zone.  Import tagged transactions, excluding tagged transactions 

associated with jointly owned units participating in more than one market (each of 

which report Market Flow to the IDC), shall be accounted for by adjusting the MW 

load of the load buses in the in the Market-Based Operating Entity’s Control Area, 

regions or subregions within the Control Area, by the total MW amount of all the 

Market-Based Operating Entity’s import tagged transactions excluding tagged 

transactions associated with jointly owned units participating in more than one market 

(each of which report Market Flow to IDC) using marginal zone participation factors, 

as defined and calculated in Appendix B (Determination of Marginal Zone 

Participation Factors); or 

3. Slice of System Method – Export tagged transactions, excluding tagged transactions 

associated with jointly owned units participating in more than one market (each of 

which report Market Flow to IDC), shall be accounted for by proportionately adjusting 



 

 

the MW output of each of the units in the Market-Based Operating Entity’s Control 

Area by the total MW amount of all the Market-Based Operating Entity’s export 

tagged transactions excluding tagged transactions associated with jointly owned units 

participating in more than one market (each of which report Market Flow to the IDC).  

Import tagged transactions, excluding tagged transactions associated with jointly 

owned units participating in more than one market (each of which report Market Flow 

to the IDC), shall be accounted by proportionately adjusting the MW load of each of 

the load buses in the Market-Based Operating Entity’s Control Area by the total MW 

amount of all the Market-Based Operating Entity’s import tagged transactions 

excluding tagged transactions associated with jointly owned units participating in 

more than one market (each of which report Market Flow to IDC). 

 

Each Market-Based Operating Entity shall post and maintain a document on its public website 

that describes calculations and assumptions used in those calculations regarding the chosen 

methodology and its application to the treatment of import and export transactions to the 

calculation of Market Flows, Firm Flow Limits, and Firm Flow Entitlements, and tag impacts 

calculated by the IDC. 



 

 

6.6 Forward Coordination Processes  

 

1. For each Reciprocal Coordinated Flowgate, a managing entity and an owning entity will 

be defined.  The manager will be responsible for all calculations regarding that Flowgate; 

the owner will define the set of Firm Transmission Service reservations to be utilized 

when determining Firm Transmission Service impacts on that Flowgate. 

2. Managing entities will calculate both Historic Firm Gen-to-Load Flow impacts and 

historic Firm Transmission Service impacts for all entities.  These impacts will be used to 

define the Historic Ratio and the Allocation of transmission capability. 

3. The managing entity will utilize the current NERC IDC Base Case (or other mutually 

agreeable base case) to determine impacts.  The case should be updated with the most 

current set of outage data for the time period being calculated. 

4. Managing entities will calculate Allocations on the following schedule: 

 
Allocation Run Type Allocation Process 

Start 
Range Allocated Allocation Process 

Complete 

April Seasonal Firm Every April 1 at 8:00 
EST 

Twelve monthly 
values from October 1 
of the current year 
through September 
30 of the next year 

April 1 at 12:00 EST 

October Seasonal 
Firm 

Every October 1 at 
8:00 EST 

Twelve monthly 
values from April 1 of 
next year through 
March 31 of the 
following year 

October 1 at 12:00 
EST 

Monthly Firm Every month on the 
second day of the 
month at 8:00 EST 

Six monthly values for 
the next six 
successive months 

2nd of the month at 
12:00 EST 

Weekly Firm Every Monday at 8:00 
EST 

Seven daily values for 
the next Monday 
through Sunday 

Monday at 12:00 EST 

Two-Day Ahead 
Firm 

Every Day at 17:00 
EST 

One daily value for 
the day after 
tomorrow 

Current Day at 18:00 
EST 

Day Ahead Non-
Firm 

Every Day at 8:00 
EST 

Twenty-four hourly 
values for the next 
24-hour period (Next 
Day HE1-HE24 EST) 

Current Day at 9:00 
EST 

 

5. Historic Ratios are defined during the seasonal runs the first time an impact is calculated. 

For example, the 2004 April seasonal firm run would define the Historic Ratio for April 

2005 – September 2005 (October through March would have been calculated during the 

2003 October seasonal firm run). The Historic Ratio is based on the total impacts of the 

Reciprocal Entity on the Flowgate (Historic Firm Gen-to-Load Flows and historic Firm 



 

 

Transmission Service flows, down to 0%) relative to the total impacts of all other 

Reciprocal Entities’ impacts on the Flowgate.  For example, if Reciprocal Entity A had a 

30 MW impact on the Flowgate and Reciprocal Entity B had a 70 MW impact on the 

Flowgate, the Historic Ratios would be 30% and 70%, respectively. 

6. The same rules defined in the “Market-Based Operating Entity Congestion Management” 

Section 5 of this document for use in determining Firm Transmission Service impacts 

(NNL) shall apply when performing Allocations. 

7. Additional rules to be used when considering Firm Transmission Service impacts are 

defined later within this section. 

8. For each firm Allocation run described above, the managing entity will take the following 

steps to determine Allocations down to 0% for each of the Flowgates, in both the forward 

and reverse direction, they are assigned to manage: 

 

a. Retrieve the Flowgate limit 

b. Subtract the current Transmission Reliability Margin (TRM) value (may be zero) 

c. Subtract the sum of all historically determined Firm Flow impacts for all entities 

based on impacts greater than or equal to 5% 

d. Accommodation of Capacity Benefit Margin (CBM). 

 If no capacity remains after step (c), entities’ firm Allocation is limited to this 

amount (i.e., their Firm Flow impacts from impacts of 5% or greater), and the 

firm Allocation for the entity with functional control over the Flowgate is 

increased by the current CBM value (may be zero). 

 If capacity does remain after step (c), and the sum of all Reciprocal Entities’ 

impacts below 5% plus CBM is less than the remaining capacity from step (c), 

that capacity is allocated to the Reciprocal Entities pro-rata based on their Firm 

Flow impacts due to impacts less than 5% up to the total amount of their Firm 

Flow impacts due to impacts less than 5%. 

 If there is not sufficient capacity for all impacts below 5% plus CBM to be 

accommodated, the current CBM value is subtracted from the remaining capacity 

from step (c), and granted to the entity with functional control over the Flowgate.  

Any capacity remaining is allocated to the Reciprocal Entities pro-rata based on 

their Firm Flow impacts due to impacts less than 5%. 

e. Any remaining capacity, after step (d) will be considered firm and allocated to 

Reciprocal Entities based on their Historic Ratio (as described in step 5).  If the 

remaining capacity allocated to the entity with functional control over the Flowgate 

meets or exceeds the current CBM value, no further effort is needed.  If the remaining 

capacity is less than the CBM, capacity will first be reduced by the CBM, and the 

entity with functional control over the Flowgate will be granted the capacity needed 

to support the CBM.  In addition each Reciprocal Entity (including the entity with 

functional control over the Flowgate) will receive allocations determined as a pro-rata 

share of the remaining capacity (as described in Step 5). 

f. Upon completion of the Allocation process, the managing entity will compare the 

current preliminary Allocation to the previous Allocations.  For any given Flowgate, 

the larger of the Allocations will be considered the Allocation (i.e., an Allocation 

cannot decrease).  Once all preliminary Allocations have been compared and the final 

Allocation determined, the managing entity will distribute the Allocations to the 



 

 

appropriate Reciprocal Entities.  This Allocation will consist of the firm Gen-to-Load 

limit and a portion of capability that can be used either for Firm Transmission Service 

or additional firm Gen-to-Load service. 

 

9. For the non-firm Allocation run described above, the managing entity will take the 

following steps to determine Allocations down to 0% for each of the Flowgates, in both 

the forward and reverse direction, they are assigned to manage.  For each hour, the 

managing entity shall: 

 

a. Retrieve the Flowgate limit. 

b. Subtract the current TRM value (may be zero). 

c. Subtract the sum of all hourly historically determined Firm Flow impacts for all 

entities based on impacts greater than or equal to 5%. 

d. Subtract the sum of all hourly historically-determined Firm Flow impacts for all 

Reciprocal Entities based on impacts less than 5%. 

e. Any remaining capacity will be allocated to Reciprocal Entities based on their 

Historic Ratio (as described in step 5). 

f. The two-day ahead firm Allocation is subtracted from the total entity Allocation 

(from steps c, d, and e). 

 If the result is positive, this value will be equivalent to the Priority 6-NN 

Allocation/limit, and the Firm Flow Limit for 0% Market Flows will be the two-

day ahead firm Allocation. 

 If the result is negative or zero, the Priority 6-NN Allocation will be calculated by 

subtracting the total entity Allocation (from steps c, d and e) from the two-day 

ahead firm Allocation. The Firm Flow Limit for 0% Market Flows will be the 

equivalent of the total entity allocation. 

g. Upon completion of the Allocation process, the managing entity will distribute the 

Allocations to the appropriate Reciprocal Entities.  These Allocations will be 

considered non-firm network service. 

 

When a Market-Based Operating Entity is uploading Firm Market Flow contributions to the IDC, 

they will be responsible for ensuring that any firm Allocations are properly accounted for.  If 

firm Allocations are used to provide additional firm network service, they should be included in 

the Firm Market Flow contribution.  If they are used to provide additional Firm Transmission 

Service, they should not be included in the Firm Market Flow contribution. 

 

The Market-Based Operating Entities will maintain in real-time their Firm Transmission Service 

and Network Non-Designated service impacts, including associated Market Flows, within their 

respective firm and Priority 6 total Allocations.  The Firm Transmission Service impacts will be 

based on schedules.  The Operating Entities participating in the Coordinated Process for 

Reciprocal Flowgates will respect their allocations when granting Firm Transmission Service. 

 

Using the derived firm Allocation value, the Market-Based Operating Entity may choose to enter 

this value as a Flowgate limit for the respective Flowgate.  If entered as a Flowgate limit, the 

Day-Ahead unit commitment will not permit flows to exceed this value as it selects units for this 

commitment.  Market-Based Operating Entities will use the Flowgate limit to restrict unit outage 



 

 

scheduling for a Coordinated Flowgate when maintenance outage coordination indicates possible 

congestion and there is recent TLR activity on a Flowgate. 

As Reciprocal Entities gain more experience in this process, implement and enhance their 

systems to perform the Firm Flow calculations and Allocations, they may change the timing 

requirements for the Forward Coordination Process by mutual agreement. 



 

 

Appendix B Determination of Marginal Zone Participation Factors  

 

In order for the Interchange Distribution Calculator (IDC) to properly account for tagged 

transactions, a Market-Based Operating Entity using the Marginal Zone methodology will need 

to provide participation factors representing send data describing the locations of the facilities 

contributingmarginal generators that are either supplying generation to the tagged transactions. 

The facility or facilities contributing to each export tagged transaction is the source of the export 

tagged transaction.  The facility or facilities contributing to each import tagged transaction is the 

sink of the import tagged transaction. exports or are having energy replaced by imports. 

 

In general, Tthe Market-Based Operating Entity will be required to define a set of zones that can 

each be easily aggregated into a common distribution factor that is representative of the market 

area zone.  This information must be shared and coordinated with the IDCinterchange 

distribution calculator.  Following this step, the Market-Based Operating Entity must then send 

to the IDC participation factors for those zones.  These participation factors represent the ( 

percentages ofthat indicate on a real-time basis how thesethose zones are providing or would 

provide marginal megawatts) as a result of dispatch of resources in market operations to serve 

transactions.  Data sets for each external source/sink are required, which correspond to: 

 

 An IMPORT data set, which indicates the participation of facilities accommodating 

thenext marginal units to supply replacement energy imported into the market areashould 

the import transactions be curtailed, and 

 An EXPORT data set, which indicates the participation of facilities accommodatinglast 

marginal units used to supply the energy exported out of the market areato other areas. 

 

The methodology used by the Market-Based Operating Entity to determine the Marginal Zone 

Definition 

 

Marginal Zones participating factors will be determined through collaboration of the Market-

Based Operating Entity with the IDCrelevant NERC and/or NAESB working group.  As stated 

above, Marginal Zones should be comprised of generators that have electrically similar 

characteristics from a distribution factor point-of-view. 

 

Participation Factor Calculation 

 

Raw Marginal Zone Participation Factors are determined relatively simply.  The Market-Based 

Operating Entity will useexamine the real-time systemconstraints and pricing information for the 

entire market footprint and determine the percentages of generation conditions to calculate 

output in each zone that represents the marginal zone participation factors, which reflect the 

impacts of tagged transactionsmegawatts that the zones are providing or would be providing.  

These will establish, for imports and exports, a set of participation factors that, when summed, 

will equal 100 %percent. 
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